Origami Bear

We really enjoyed making this model. He is relatively simple to do but very effective indeed.

Perhaps you could make three bears - a Daddy Bear, a Mummy Bear and a Baby Bear - and use them to act out or make a picture of the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears.

1. With colored side down, fold your square in half on the diagonal.

2. Fold in half again to crease, then unfold.

3. Bring the top corner in and across the centre line, as shown in the photo above.

4. Do the same to the top corner.

5. Now take both those flaps out again, as shown, to begin to form the ears. Crease well.
6. Fold the very ends of the ears in again, as shown.

7. Shape the head by blunting the top corners - turn in little triangles as shown.

8. Flip over. Now make the bear's snout by folding up the top layer of the bottom corner, as shown.

9. He will look like this.

10. Finally, blunt the snout by tucking the pointed top backwards, underneath itself. Now all you need to do is add your features.